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Twenty years on and the midget has grown. Mike Alibone catches up with
Opticron’s MM travelscope, which is now in its fourth incarnation.
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Opticron MM4 60 GA ED telescope
THE original 50 mm Mighty
Midget, launched more than
20 years ago, offered many
birders their first chance to
experience of one of the earliest
compact telescopes to hit the
birding optics market. Since
then, Opticron has seized every
opportunity to squeeze more out
MM4 is a few millimetres longer
than previous model

of what is essentially marketed
today as a travelscope. The MM3
range, now almost four years old,
includes a slightly larger model
with a 60 mm objective as an
alternative to the traditional 50
mm telescope.
Superseding its predecessor in
February this year, the new MM4’s

external characteristics at first
glance appear the same as those
of the MM3. While the differences
between the two products may
not be readily apparent, the body
of the MM4 is a few millimetres
longer beyond the prism housing,
and the +/- 90-degree rotating
tripod foot is of a coarser texture,
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more in keeping with that of the
scope’s body armour rather than
smoothly metallic like that of the
MM3. The feel of the rubber body
protection of the two models is
almost identical, but there is a
slightly smoother zone on the
underside of the prism housing of
the MM4.
Duel-focusing system delivers
precision adjustment

photo
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challenge

You’ll have to be quick to
photograph this month’s subject:
Steve Young wants to see your
images of any swift species.

61Talking Turkey

A look at New World
vultures could provide some
much-needed PR for this unloved
bird family.
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N for nature
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the Bookshop?
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Your chance to win a pair
of tickets to BBC Countryfile at
Blenheim Palace, Oxford.

60

This new guide talks
about the importance of ‘vitamin
N’ – nature – and gives practical
advice on how to get more of it.

There is no objective lens
hood in either model and their
8:1 dual-focusing wheels are
identical, both delivering
smooth, precision
adjustment. The
engagement of
the eyepiece is
exactly the same
in both, with the
eyepiece simply
screwing in to
the body in each
case. For testing
purposes with
the 60 mm
MM4, I chose
to use the topdrawer SDLv2
zoom eyepiece,
which delivers
magnification
ranges of 15-45x
and 12-36x when
used with MM4’s
60 mm and 50
mm telescopes
respectively.
Opticron certainly has
great confidence in the
performance of its new product
– so much so that they sent me
the ‘old’ MM3 to test alongside
the new MM4. This confidence is
wholly justified. In a side-by-side
comparison the new model wins

A wildlife year in the
words of two of Britain’s great
nature writers.

Get to know the birds of the
Indian subcontinent with our Book
of the Month, A Photographic
Field Guide to the Birds of India.

hands down over its predecessor.
The image delivered by the
MM4 is noticeably superior. It is
much sharper and brighter,
and the colours are
a little more vivid
and contrasting.
The image is
also colder and
has an almost
bluish cast to it.
In comparison,
the MM3 has a
much warmer,
almost yellow
cast to its image,
at the same time
appearing duller
and less crisp.
This is particularly
evident at
maximum
magnification,
at which the
MM4 delivers
a higher level
of detail. Intricate
feather patterns on
spring migrant waders
such as Grey Plover and
Wood Sandpiper were distinctly
sharper and more ‘contrasty’
against the MM3, thereby adding
value to the viewing experience.
I also discovered twilight viewing
throws up a noticeable difference

Further info
■ Suggested retail price: £429 (body), £299 (SDLv2 eyepiece)
■ Length: 260 mm (body only)
■ Weight: 729 g (body) 270 g (SDLv2 eyepiece)
■ Field of view: 68.6-36.3 m at 1,000 m
■ Light transmission: not available
■ Close focus: 3.5 m
■ Gas-filled: yes
■ Waterproof: yes
■ Guarantee: 30 years (body), 10 years (all eyepieces)

MM4 works with several eyepieces
in the Opticron range
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ED glass used in objective
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Verdict
Image is much sharper and brighter than in previous model
	Relatively low level of chromatic aberration
	Weight of scope and eyepiece combined could be a little heavy
www.birdwatch.co.uk
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in image brightness between
the two models. The relatively
low level of chromatic aberration
appears to be approximately the
same in both scopes.
The higher resolution and
overall performance of the MM4
is the result of changes made
to the optical system, which
now uses much higher-quality
components, extending to the ED
glass in the objective. Opticron
has moved production of the
new range from China to Japan,
a country with a long tradition of
producing good optics, and this
has clearly made a difference to
the quality of the model itself.
While it can be argued that the
weight of the MM4 is no more
than that of an 8x42 binocular,
remember this applies only to
the body. Adding the SDLv2
eyepiece pushes this load to

just shy of 1 kg. While this is not
necessarily a problem, birders
intent on keeping weight to a
minimum should consider using
HR or HDF eyepieces, which are
lighter and are also compatible,
while owners of existing
fieldscopes from the Opticron
range can use their eyepieces
with an MM4 body.
Like its predecessor, the
MM4 comes with a removable,
tethered objective cap and a
rather loose-fitting eyepiece cover.
The waterproof stay-on case is
available at an extra cost of £59
(black) or £69 (green).
Retailing at £429, the MM4 is
only £30 more expensive than
the MM3, which is no longer
in production and will soon be
unavailable. The extra cost is
well worth paying and more than
justifies the step up in quality. ■

EVENT OF THE MONTH
■ An exhibition of artwork by
Lucy Newton
A new display of works by Scottish
wildlife artist Lucy Newton is
currently on show at the Scottish
Ornithologists’ Club’s Donald Watson
Gallery.
Fascinated by nature from
childhood, this love of wildlife has
stayed with Lucy and now informs
all her work. The majority of her
pieces depict native British animals
and Lucy travels widely across
Scotland in pursuit of her subjects.
She employs a variety of styles to
express the qualities and energy
of the natural world around us. The
exhibition runs until 26 July. ■
closes 26 July. Entry: free. Location: Waterston House,
MORE Dates:
EH32 0PY. Further information: www.the-soc.org.uk/anINFO Aberlady
exhibition-of-artwork-by-lucy-newton/.
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